
Episode #72

How To Detect & Prevent 
Burnout with Boundaries



Our Essential Question

How can we detect and prevent 
burnout in ourselves and our 

colleagues? 



What Is Burnout?

Burnout is NOT the same as 
being temporarily 

overwhelmed at the beginning 
of the school year. 



What Is Burnout?

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279286/

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279286/
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Against Heroism

Educators have the greatest 
impact when they operate with 

maximum professionalism, 
not maximum sacrifice.



Shrink The Job

When people lack the bandwidth to do 
the job, they can’t borrow this 

bandwidth from the lower levels of the 
pyramid—at least not for very long. 

The only solution is to shrink the job. 



Shrink The Job

People normally “shrink” their job by:
•Moving into a less-demanding role
•Job-sharing
•Setting “stop work at __” boundaries
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Example: Life-Threatening Illness



Personal Professional

The “Work/Life Balance” Myth
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Boundaries, Not Balance

We can protect our ability to do our 
work with strong boundaries:
•Personal first
•Then professional
•Then role



Detecting Burnout

•Boredom
•Disengagement
•Cynicism
•Perpetual “borrowing” from the 
foundational levels of the pyramid



What Do I Have To Give?

•You can donate plasma every month
•You can donate blood every two months
•You can donate a kidney once
•You can only donate your heart once, 
but…



Ask Yourself

•Am I putting my own oxygen mask on first? 
•Am I giving from a place of strength, or giving 

at harm to myself? 
•What is the 80/20 of my work?
•What’s the 80/20 for teachers? 
•Who needs to have their load lightened?



Find the 80/20

Pareto Principle:
80% of inputs produce only 20% of outputs
20% of inputs produce fully 80% of outputs



One In, One Out Rule



Eliminating Work for Teachers

1.Stop Duplicating Effort
2.Stop Making Documents
3.Stop Something & See if 

Anyone Complains



If We Can’t Stop It Permanently…



PrincipalCenter.com/roadmap




